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Ludia is a video game developer based in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. They specialize in providing and distributing cross-platform digital games with great user appeal, including Nintendo DS, PC, Mac, PlayStation 3, X-Buck 360, ... Some games have made their success that we can point out is The Party View Game (2010), Hole in the
Wall (2011), which wants Millionaire (2010), The Price Is Right (2008), Feudal Family: 2012 Edition (2011), ... In addition, they also released many games on the mobile platform and received strong support from players. In 2018, they released jurassic world alive and have more than 10 million installations. Currently, the game reaches
4.3/5 points with nearly 400,000 cash. Let's find out what the Jurassic World of Live has to offer, plot science and technology are rapidly developing and have helped people achieve many things that seem impossible. One of the great achievements is about time. Scientists have found a way back. But something unfortunate happened.
They have unfamiliarly brought an extinct animal into the modern world. Prehistoric dinosaurs with many types, many sizes, and special powers. They returned and took over the earth with tremendous power. Dinosaurs with many shapes and sizes move freely around your world. In particular, they can evolve and are created to become
stronger. You need to explore the surrounding area to find your favorite Jurassic World dinosaurs and join them in building your army to fight. Dinosaurs bring to life in jurassic world alive! You will play a trainer to explore the world around you and collect dinosaur DNA patterns. Find healthy and magnificent dinosaurs to level up and create
hybrids in the lab. When creating many dinosaur types you will create a full aggressive army. You can bring your dinosaur army to fight the machine or online with another player's army to express your power. Winning when challenging friends will get the right to read the bonus. The first is discovery. You will explore the world with location
technology on the map using GPS. You move to every corner looking for dinosaurs. And dinosaurs can appear anywhere, ignore no situation. Next is collecting, you have to collect rare, beautiful dinosaurs and maintain a strong mix with full of affluent prehistoric animals. After collecting healthy dinosaurs, you need to go to the lab to create
unique hybrid dinosaurs. Because science is not limited, so you want to let yourself go. Take an army fighting dinosaurs to protect and challenge others in the real-time PVP arena. Every day the competition is organized with new events and rewards. Please earn rewards from matches and hoard by going to the nearest drop supply. You
can also share your legendary dinosaur collection on social media by posting AR images and videos on your personal page. The ultimate dinosaur trainer today! Explore, collect, create, battle... Of course you can also create your own unique group of dinosaurs. Or You can show your friends away a brazen combination that you have
owned for a long time. Invite your friends to an abandoned land, form them circles and .... Wow, your giant dinosaur monster appears. This is probably the best experience virtual reality technology brings to this game. There are many different dinosaurs of different sizes and weak spots that give you DNA to breed new species like
Velociraptor, Marungasaurus, Einosaurus, ... And more. You can do the task of earning money to buy materials and hunt dinosaurs for DNA. After collecting all the necessary materials, go to the lab to create a new breed of yourself. Each dinosaur you create will have your stats of strength, stamina, and speed. In the process of playing
you can also collect more ingredients to upgrade and improve your dinosaur properties. Jurassic World Live is a paid game. In the first 24 hours, you will experience free games but then, the system will ask you to log in to your Google account and approve a payment of $9.99 for a month depending on taxes per country. If you don't
charge, all items will be lost during the trial period. The system is automatically renewed into the registration account when the time is up. The game is compatible with Android devices on os 4.4 and up. Continuous use of GPS running in the background can significantly reduce battery life. Jurassic World Live is designed with animated
images on the three-dedic platform so the images in the detail game show the sharp. During the game the map will be displayed as animation, objects will appear based on the actual map. The Jurassic World Live (MOD Battery, VIP Enabled) is one of the games that revolutionized VR virtual reality technology. Table of Contents
[ShowHide]NameJurassic World AlivePackagecom.ludia.jw2PublisherLudiaCategoryAdventureVersion2.3.20Size494MMOD FeaturesUnlimited Battery, VIP Active [Details]RequiresAndroid 4.4In 2016, we saw the enormous success of Pokemon GO - the first game to successfully use VR virtual reality technology (virtual reality). What's
this technology? It's technology that enables graphics on the computer to interact with the real world. Aside from this, this virtual world is not static, it can change sound according to your actions such as gesture. You can simply understand that, as long as you have a smartphone, you can see anything through the phone screen that you
feel like seeing them in real life. With this technology, Pokemon GO immediately became a global trend. This game is the best-selling mobile game in the world. We can remember the days when everyone wanted to take Pokémon thanks to Pokémon GO, my friends and I have gone further. While I play, the more we go out, the more I
interact with friends and people. This is really a very interesting game. Catching DinosaursThis of the Year, we launched many games using VR technology to see what Pokemon GO has done so far. One of them is jurassic World Live - the product of two Ludia publishers NBCUniversal. Not another cute pokémon, in this game, we are
going to catch ... Prehistoric giant dinosaurs. Catch dinosaurs in the modern world, can you believe this? Many new features think the game is something different from Pokemon GO. The game is somewhat similar to Harry Potter: The United Wizards. In the jurassic world alive, you can become an archaeologist, geneticist or just a
dinosaur hunter. If you don't like walking a few times like Pokemon GO, you can catch dinosaurs right in your home. Jurassic World Live supports the player a very interesting feature. As predicted, dinosaurs will be less common in places like cities and roads, but mainly in nature parks such as parks, forests, deserts, ... When you find a
type of dinosaur DNA on the map, you can go to that location or control an unmanned helicopter to collect DNA samples. Create and take care of dinosaurs in addition to directly catching the dinosaurs available, you can crossbreed dinosaur DNA to create your own dinosaur. Jurassic World Live has many prehistoric dinosaurs that
provide the most diverse experience for the player. There are more than 100 different dinosaur species. Do you like giant Apatosaurus, mild Ankylosaurus or wild t-racks? Once you have a huge collection of dinosaurs, don't forget to take care of them. youre in charge of dinosaurs eating , drinking . They need care for growth. You can
invite your friends to an empty lot. Shows all the phone and ... Boom. Many dinosaurs appear. In addition, the jurassic world alive has an awesome dinosaur fighting mode. GraphicsVirtual reality technology VR has been used to maximize the real feel for players. The game's graphics are as beautiful and realistic as jurassic world movies.
You can hear the roar, the heaviness when the dinosaurs move. We have to wait until the game is officially launched to be able to know the most accurately. Mod APK version of Jurassic World AliveMOD Features Limited BatteryVIP EnableDownload Jurassic World Live Mod APK for AndroidAfter One Time, Jurassic World Live will
officially release the first trial version. As far as I know the game is expected to launch in April this year. Early registration with the publisher is one of the first people in the world to capture dinosaurs. Don't forget to visit APKMODY. IO every day to get the latest news in this game. Download information size 468.3MB version 2.3.20 version
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